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Bosheth Infiltration

I brought forth a fire from the
midst of you; it has devoured you,
and I have turned you to ashes.
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Tsiyon News - Silver Kingdom Shekel Order
This is a good buying opportunity for silver right now. We are putting together an order for
Silver Kingdom Shekels. If you want to get in on it, just click the picture of the Silver
Kingdom Shekel above.
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Listener Comments - 13 Darkside Davidic Leaders?
Recently there has been several messianic / hebrew roots ministries discussing that there
are 13 men (1 for each tribe) headed by the Rothschilds - who each one profess that they are
from the line of David and they are the leaders of the Zionist groups or movement. To me this
borders on antisemitism and may prevent the tribes from wanting to go home. I may be naive
because I just read all these things in the past 12 months.
From what I have studied-even as far back as the 70s - the blue bloods in Europe all feel
they are offspring of Jesus and Mary Magdalene...hence they are BLUE BLOODS...special
bloodlines. That is why they supposedly intermarry and are groomed for their roles over all of
us peons. There is also lots of evidence out there that the Rothschild family are just one of the
many Jesuit leaders.
Would you address this for me. I feel this Zionist thing that is surfing now is just the tip of
the iceberg and will gain momentum. Believers who believe they are unplugged or have left
Babylon may become scared and return to where they came from...
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Tsiyon Answer - 13 Darkside Davidic Leaders?
Thanks for writing. I have not heard the Messianic teachers you mention, but I am aware of
the 13 Illuminati families. These are related to the Merovingian bloodline of Europe which
claims to be of the family of David through Jesus and Mary Magdalene.
I have written about this supposed union here:
/

Jesus and Mary Magdalene Topic
Also this program:
http://tsiyon.org/acts_ofthe_nazareans/
More about the 13 families can be found online here:
http://www.thewatcherfiles.com/bloodlines/
The prince of darkness takes what is of YHWH and distorts it for his own purposes. IF these
13 families are of the family of David it is because the evil one knows that's where the
covenant power is. It would not be too surprising to find that there are two sides of the family
of David engaged in this end-time struggle - the dark satanic side and those who are loyal to
our one true Messiah.
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Antisemitism will continue on the rise and deceptions and distortions will continue to
accelerate. Only those who truly know YHWH will make it through all the smoke and mirrors
to associate themselves with His true remnant. It is for us to faithfully do what YHWH puts
before us and it is for the remnant to discern between the lies and the truth. Those who belong
with us will find the grace and the understanding to end up under the Tent of David that
Messiah Himself is raising up in these end days and by His power we will succeed. This is
His Word, which cannot be broken:
After this I will return and will build again the tabernacle of David which has
fallen down; and I will build again its ruins, and I will set it up, so those men
who are left might seek after the Lord, and all the nations on whom My name
has been called, says the Lord, who does all these things. All His works are
known to God from eternity. Act 15:16-18

Be Prepared

It can be heartbreaking to see many come and go. However, this is the process of separation
and it can't be helped. However, His Remnant will overcome - of that we can be sure.

Pass It On
If you know someone who would like to
receive this newsletter, please forward.

From Eliyahu
This week our message continues to focus on the central issue of Ezekiel 28. Namely, the insidious influence of satanism. The
question we need to wrap our heads around is: to what extent has satanism influenced, even infiltrated, society in our day? Realize
satanism is occult - hidden. For that reason we will have to open our eyes and dig deeper to get anything like a reliable answer to
our question. In this program we share a series of clips revealing the research of experts in this field. We start with a look at the
bizarre pagan rituals of the world's most elite club - The Bohemian Club. For over a hundred years the world's power elite have been
returning to The Bohemian Club, joining in the rituals, and ruling the world. We follow this with a look into the known and
documented Nazi mind control "experiments" performed on hundreds of innocent American subjects, including children, under
MK-ULTRA and other CIA secret programs, and we will follow the trail of abuse from the highest level of alphabet-soup
government agencies directly into known satanic groups such as the church of satan, the temple of set, and others - formed and/or
informed by top government agents. We will hear an FBI whistleblower tell us how this satanic infiltration has corrupted America,
having been going on for at least five decades now, with millions of victim-perpetrator infiltrators from these groups, and their offshoots, to be found in every corner of the country. Finally, we will learn from a Christian deliverance minister about the systematic
attack of highly trained and empowered satanic "chosen ones" against churches and ministries in local communities everywhere.
When you come to grips with the documentation you will be stunned by the height and breadth of the satanic onslaught - and you
will be better prepared than ever before to deal with it. The good news is: As big as it is, you CAN deal with it. Y'shua Messiah
/

offers you the authority, the power, the armor and the weapons to prevail. Show up for the battle and engage the enemy, realizing
this one thing: the enemy is already breathing down your neck and the war is on.
Shalom,
Eliyahu ben David
www.tsiyon.org
Good News Nugget - GREETINGS TRIBESMEN!!! This is "Wild Man" Dave from the Tsiyon Promo and Media Dept with
exciting news for ALL of our partners and friends of Tsiyon. Eliyahu has given me this column in the weekly Tsiyon News to help
equip you to share the Tsiyon message. Here you will find a Good News Nugget posted each week for you to put to work in
Messiah’s service.
The latest Good News Nugget follows:
GREETINGS TRIBESMEN!!! We have wonderful news for our Tsiyon partners. As of December 26th we are now
being heard on 4 new radio stations. In Miami, FL we can be heard on WLVJ AM 1040 from 10-11PM Monday
through Friday. KCKN AM 1020 in Roswell, NM is airing our programs on Sundays at 10PM. For listeners in Little
Rock, AR you can hear us on KAAY AM 1090 Monday through Friday at Midnight, and in New Orleans, LA we are
now heard on WLNO AM 1060 Monday through Friday at 11PM. If you have any friends or relatives in any of these
areas, please encourage them to tune in. Please pray that Yahweh will use these new stations to reach more of His
remnant.
Email me at help@tsiyon.org, so that we can work together in reaching the scattered remnant of Israel and/or for FREE Tsiyon cards.
Shalom, "Wild Man" Dave
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